Visual place recognition in changing environments is a challenging and critical task for autonomous robot navigation. Deep convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) have recently been used as efficient feature extractors and obtained excellent performance in place recognition. However the success of Con-vNets' learning highly relies on the availability of large datasets with millions of labeled images, the collection of which is a tedious and costly burden. Thus we develop an unsupervised learning method (the siamese VisNet) to autonomously learn invariant features in changing environments from unlabeled images. The siamese VisNet has two identical branches of sub-networks. With a Hebbian-type of learning rule incorporating a trace of previous activity patterns, the siamese VisNet learns features with increasing invariance in changing environments from layer to layer. Experiments conducted on multiple datasets demonstrate the robustness of the siamese VisNet against viewpoint changes, appearance changes, and joint viewpoint-appearance changes. In addition, the siamese VisNet, with lower complexity in architecture, outperforms the state-of-the-art place recognition ConvNets such as the CaffeNet and the PlaceNet. The proposed siamese VisNet constitutes a biologically plausible yet efficient method for unsupervised place recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual place recognition, which aims to retrieve a place from previously visited locations by observing an image of this place, is essential for autonomous robots to navigate in environments. However, images of the same place may appear extremely different in changing environments, due to appearance variation (e.g. lightning changes during the daynight cycles [1] or seasonal changes [2] ) and/or different viewpoint [3] . Existing methods for place recognition could be generally divided into two categories: matching-based place recognition and feature-based place recognition. The matching-based methods (e.g. SeqSLAM in [4] ) recognize coherent place sequences based on local best matches, while the feature-based methods determine place matches based on visual features with invariance against perceptual changes [3] , [5] , [6] .
Classical feature-base methods for place recognition rely on hand-crafted features, such as SIFT descriptor [7] , SURF descriptor [8] or Gist descriptor [9] . These descriptors are able to represent visual scenes with some degree of appearanceinvariant and viewpoint-invariant. With the success of deep learning in computer vision, hand-crafted encoding methods are outperformed by deep convolutional networks (ConvNets) in recent years. The first attempt to learn features automatically in place recognition is presented in [3] , which used an Overfeat neural network [10] pretrained on the ImageNet 2012 dataset. It sparkled many other studies to further explore the recognition task for places. For example multi-million-item datasets, such as Places dataset [11] and SPED dataset [12] , were collected specifically for place recognition tasks and train ConvNets accordingly to improve performance. Some work explored the possibility to combine powerful ConvNets' features with traditional descriptors [6] , [13] , [14] . These works in principle wish to solve the hungry problems of labeled training data [15] , which is one primary obstacle for successfully training the deep ConvNets. It is still an open question to develop unsupervised feature-based place recognition methods for autonomous robots.
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised learning method to form visual feature representations out of place images. Our idea originates from a biologically plausible model named VisNet, which was used to account for object recognition of neural systems [16] , [17] . Compared with object recognition, place recognition requires the distinction of places with the changes caused by self motion or context. Therefore we design a deep neural network with two identical branches, each of which is a VisNet receiving one of the images of the same place taken in various conditions such as different seasons.
The key idea is to update feedforward connections and learn overlapped features by comparing two different images of the same place. We evaluate the performance of the proposed siamese-like VisNet in three classes of environments, in varying viewpoint conditions, in varying appearance conditions, and in conditions with double changes respectively. We also compare the performance of the siamese VisNet with that of the state-of-the-art place recognition ConvNets.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as following:
• We develop an unsupervised learning method (the siamese VisNet) for the feature-based place recognition, removing the reliance on labeled visual images. • We utilize the siamese VisNet to successfully learn features with robustness against viewpoint changes, severe appearance changes, and joint viewpoint-appearance changes. The paper proceeds as follows. Section II provides an overview of feature-based place recognition techniques. In Section III we describe the architecture and the learning process of the siamese VisNet. The experiments are described in Section IV. Section V finally concludes the paper and discusses future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In changing environments, place recognition faces extremely challenging problems of utilizing an image of a place to identify the current place from previously visited locations. Some available algorithms address this problem through developing matching methods, the most famous of which is Se-qSLAM [4] , matching sequences of images rather than a single image. Although SeqSLAM has some successful applications in changing environments, extensive research still need to be carried out on learning effective features for dynamic environments. This is because discovering robust features of places is key for robots to autonomously recognize the dynamical world and navigate in it like human beings. Therefore, our study focuses on feature-based place recognition.
Feature-based place recognition roughly falls into two categories: methods using fixed sets of hand-crafted features and methods using sets of learned features. Hand-crafted features could be selectively extracted from interesting or notable parts of the image, namely the local feature descriptors. [5] proposed a vision-based SLAM algorithm by tracking the SIFT [7] visual landmarks in unmodified environments. [18] uses SURF [8] features to realize visual localization with omnidirectional images. In a similar way, global descriptors of the whole scene, such as Gist [9] , can also be utilized as designed features. [19] exploited gist descriptors to include global features of the scenes, and increased robustness against the changes in vehicle orientation.
In recent years, manually designed features are being outperformed by the learned features of deep neural networks in various vision tasks. The convolutional neural network (Con-vNet) has been widely used to learn features in general. [3] is the first work to successfully accomplish the place recognition task based on the pretrained Overfeat neural network. [20] provided a comprehensive investigation on ConvNet features for place recognition in changing environments, and suggested that the middle layers are robust against appearance changes while the higher layers are invariant to viewpoint changes.
There are also several works [6] , [13] , [14] combining the landmark proposal approach with ConvNet features to improve the recognition performance over severe appearance and viewpoint variations. However, these studies all utilized the pretrained ConvNets based on certain datasets, which originally focused on object categories, instead of specific place categories. In this regard, [11] described the Places dataset recording environments encountered in the world and tested the classification performance of the state-of-the-art ConvNets on this dataset, finally obtaining better accuracies than previous approaches based on object-centric datasets. The Places dataset is essentially scene-centric, which is still different with the data type required by place recognition. [12] further developed a massive place-centric dataset called the Specific Places dataset (SPED), comprising hundreds of place appearance changes at thousands of different places. The application of the SPED dataset assists the recognition task to be translated into a classification problem and improves the recognition performance 10% on average.
Place recognition methods built on ConvNet frameworks highly rely on large amount of labeled data. The feature-based place recognition is thus a supervised learning task. However, to navigate in unknown environments, it is desirable to allow robots to extract distinctive features from sensors without labeling in advance, or to learn feature representations online without human interventions. [15] compared the supervised learning based on linear regression and the unsupervised learning based on principle component analysis for visual place recognition in changing environments. Supervised learning techniques succeed only if they were provided with appropriate and adequate training samples, while unsupervised linear techniques are demonstrated to be with excellent performance even when trained with as few as 100 unlabeled samples. Their work revealed great potential of unsupervised learning for place recognition.
Unlike simple linear approaches mentioned in [15] , in this paper, we develop a biologically plausible unsupervised learning model, namely siamese VisNet, for place recognition task of autonomous robots. Further comparing the siamese VisNet with ConvNets, there exist three principle differences. First, the siamese VisNet learns feedforward connections without requiring human labeling. ConvNets, instead, have to be provided with labeled data to accomplish the subsequent weights update. Second, the siamese VisNet mimics the architecture of mammalian visual system, and contains fewer number of layers than existing ConvNets for place recognition. As presented in Section IV-A, the siamese VisNet has fewer connections in adjacent layers, and therefore reduces the complexity of the network, leading to fewer training samples in demand. Third, the learning of the siamese VisNet takes pairs of images as inputs, instead of individual images for ConvNets. The learning rule of the siamese VisNet incorporates a short-term memory of previous neuronal state. This learning method allows the network to discover feature representations that reflect the similarity across image sequence. Recognizing places is challenging in changing environments. To address this challenge, we develop an unsupervised learning model ( Fig. 1 ), siamese VisNet, based on unlabeled visual images for the feature-based place recognition. The network is composed of two identical branches, each of which is a hierarchical competitive neural network called VisNet [16] , [17] .
III. METHOD

A. Network Architecture
As the name suggested, the two branches of the siamese VisNet are identical sub-networks with shared parameters in parallel. Each sub-network consists of one preparation layer to providing filtered inputs to the network, and four layers to form representations with increasing degree of invariance. The five-layer architecture roughly corresponds to V1, V2, V4, TEO and TE in the primate visual system respectively.
The feedforward connections to a unit in one layer are originated from a topologically related and confined region (defined by the radius and the number of connections) of the preceding layer. Concatenation of multiple layers allows the size of a cell's receptive field becoming larger and larger from bottom to top. Whether the connection between two units in adjacent layers exists or not is chosen according to connection probabilities with a Gaussian distribution. We need to note that when one unit located at the edges of a layer, connections from sampled points in the preceding layer to this focal point may wrap back from the opposite sides. Edge effects are then invisible in the whole network.
The siamese VisNet simultaneously receives two images, which are collected in the same place but with different environments or viewpoints. The preparation layer (L1) extracts simple features at different locations, orientations and frequencies by convolving the input image with 2D-Gabor filters. Gabor filters are given by
where
In Eq. 1, σ g = 1 denotes the size of the Gaussian envelope, γ = 1/2 denotes the spatial aspect ratio, and the phase offset φ is chosen as π/2. Each individual filter is tuned to spatial frequency f and orientation θ. The preferred orientations θ are set as 0 • , 45 • , 90 • and 135 • respectively. The spatial frequencies f (cycles per pixel) are sampled from the set {0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625}. Then every unit in V1 samples a constant number of features as inputs from all features extracted by Gabor filters with certain spatial-frequency (Table I ). The total number of inputs to each V1 unit is the number of the column vector flatten from the natural image (128 × 128 here). The following 4 layers (namely L2, L3, L4, L5) gradually describe the invariant information of visual images in hierarchy. These four layers are organized with the same layout. The activity of each unit is determined by the dynamics retained by the forward connections, the lateral inhibition, and the contrast enhancement in a sequential way.
a) Feedforward Connections: The activity of a unit in L2 to L5 of the sub-network A is given by
where h A,l−1 j is the firing rate of the unit j in the preceding layer. l ∈ [2, 5] and A ∈ {1, 2} are the indices for layers and sub-networks respectively. w denotes the syntactical connections between the units in two adjacent layers. M is the number of connected units from the preceding layer l − 1.
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where δ denotes the contrast. σ denotes the width of the inhibition. a and b index the distance of other units away from the center of the filter in two dimensions respectively. The lateral inhibition assists all stimuli to be evenly represented by cells in each layer and facilitates sparse coding of the stimuli.
c) Contrast Enhancement: The activity h A,l i of a unit in the network is calculated by a sigmoid function to realize the contrast enhancement, as shown in the following.
where r A,l i is the activation of the cell after the lateral inhibition, β is the gain, and α is the threshold. Eq. 6 bounds the firing rate of a unit between 0 and 1. Since sparse codes are able to increase the representation power, the network chooses the threshold of parameter α at each time step for each layer separately. The sparsity measure s of the activity of a layer is defined as
N is the number of the units in the current layer l. The sparsity of the activity of each layer is listed in Table II . For example, the sparseness level of L3 is s = 2%, which means that about 2% × N units within the layer have high firing rate, while others are with low rate. The threshold α of a layer is therefore set as the activity of the unit in the layer which is ranked as the s × N -th in descending order.
B. Weight Update
The feedforward connections w l,l−1 introduced above are adapted according to a modified Hebbian-like learning rule.
where η > 0 is the learning rate. A traceh l i (t) of the activity of unit i in layer l is obtained by averaging the activity of the two sub-networks h 1,l and h 2,l in a time window.
Here is a positive factor determining the length of the average time scale.
At each time step, weights are further renormalized into the unitary length j w l,l−1 ij 2 (t) = 1.
The learning rule (Eq.8) is called trace rule, since it incorporates a temporal trace of each unit's sparse coding pattern, resembling a short-term memory effect. Trace update rule enables the units to learn transform invariances by the association of the postsynaptic activity to various presynaptic patterns, leading to the enhancement of invariance among changing inputs.
The parameters used in the network is summarized in Table II . 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section, we describe the structure of the siamese VisNet, the datasets used for place recognition task, and the corresponding results on each dataset. We specifically show the invariance of place recognition achieved by the siamese VisNet against viewpoint changes, severe appearance changes, and joint viewpoint-appearance changes. Quantitatively comparisons between the performance of the siamese VisNet and those of the state-of-the-art ConvNets are also provided. Table III recapitulates the dimensions of the siamese VisNet and the number of connections in adjacent layers. Comparing to the traditional ConvNet, such as CaffeNet, the siamese VisNet has far fewer connections, significantly reducing the amount of weights to be learned. Therefore, learning the siamese VisNet is not only noncontingent on labeled data, but also achieved with low complexity.
A. Siamese VisNet Connections
B. Datasets
Three different datasets were used to test the generalizability of the siamese VisNet. All images on these datasets were first converted into grayscale images and then resized to 128 × 128 pixels. No other preprocessing was done in this paper.
1) The Gardens Point Walking Dataset: The Gardens Point Walking dataset [20] was recorded on the Gardens Point Campus of Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane. It consists of three routes, two during the day and one during the night. One of the day routes was traversed on the left-hand side of the path, while the other day route and the night rout were traversed on the opposite side. In the following experiments, we test the performance of place recognition on the day-left subset and the day-right subset to capture viewpoint changes , and on the day-left subset and the night-right subset to evaluate joint viewpoint and appearance changes.
2) The Nordland Dataset: The Nordland dataset [2] was extracted from a 10-hour video, representing a 728 kmlong train journey recorded from the perspective of a train driver in four different seasons. This way, the dataset exhibits seasonal changes and weather changes, both of which belong to appearance changes. The visual appearance is subject to severe changes when matching the spring dataset, the summer dataset, and the fall dataset against the winter dataset. Other pairings, i.e. spring against summer, spring against fall, and summer against fall exhibit less severe changes. The subsequent experiments are focused on the pairings with severe changes.
3) The South Bank Bicycle Dataset: The South Bank Bicycle dataset was collected with action camera strapped in the front along the south side of the Brisbane River. The bike respectively traversed on the left in the day and traversed on the right at night. The vision dataset thus captures both viewpoint and appearance changes.
C. Experiment Setup
We split each dataset into training sets and test sets for each condition of the dataset. Siamese VisNets were trained on training sets and evaluated on the corresponding test sets. More specifically, we sampled 10% images at a certain frame rate for a specific condition of the dataset, such as the spring journey in the Nordland dataset, as a test set, while the remaining images in this condition were collected as a training set.
Due to the siamese-like architecture, we conducted place recognition task on paired conditions (C 1 and C 2 ) as introduced before, to assess the robustness against changing environments. One of the branches of the siamese VisNet receives one image from the test set of C 1 as a perturbed query image, and the other branch of the siamese VisNet takes one image from the whole dataset of the paired condition C 2 as a reference image. After the siamese VisNet extracts features of both images, the similarity between the query and the reference images is measured by the cosine distance between the query features and the reference features. A place is considered correctly recognized if the index of the best matched reference image differs from the index of the query image by 1 maximally.
Then the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and the Area Under Curve (AUC) were used to evaluate the place recognition performance of the network. An ideal method would yield a curve approaching the upper left corner. Fig. 2 illustrates the place recognition performance in changing environments by matching learned features in various layers of the siamese VisNet. For good recognition we would expect points on the ROC curve to trend toward the upper left corner in the space, leading to large Area Under the Curve (AUC). A random guess appears as points following the gray diagonal baseline (ref. Fig. 2a -L2), while bad performance happens when points locate below the baseline (ref. Fig. 2c-L2 ).
D. Results
1) Siamese VisNet Performance:
ROC curves of the siamese VisNet (Fig. 2 ) in either viewpoint changes or appearance changes or joint viewpointappearance changes are gradually towards the upper left corner from the bottom layer (L2) to the top layer (L5), indicating that the hierarchical VisNet extracts increasing invariant features in changing environments from layer to layer.
Layer 5 of the siamese VisNet, corresponding to the anterior inferior temporal cortex in human, encodes the most invariant features for places in changing environments, consistent with the results on object recognition investigated earlier in [16] , [17] .
2) Comparison Between the Siamese VisNet and the Stateof-the-art ConvNets: In this section, the robustness against environmental changes is compared among the siamese VisNet, the VggNet pretrained on Places dataset with 205 categories (VggNet-Places205) [11] , and the CaffeNet pretrained on ImageNet [21] . These state-of-the-art ConvNets have shown excellent performance of place recognition in previous works. a) Viewpoint Invariance: Varying viewpoints may change the appearance of a place substantially, even misleading the robot to recognize scenes into distinctive places. We conducted place recognition experiment on the Garden Point Walking dataset using the day-left dataset and the day-right dataset to evaluate the robustness of extracted features. For fair comparison, we only considered the best recognition performance per architecture. Based on previous investigation [20] , the higher layers of ConvNets were chosen for recognition since they are increasingly invariant to viewpoint changes [20] . Fig. 3 compares the ROC curves and AUC values of the siamese VisNet, VggNet-Places205 and CaffeNet. The proposed siamese VisNet showed better overall trend toward upper-left corner in the axis, as demonstrated also by higher AUC value. The siamese VisNet thus generates better performance than the state-of-the-art ConvNets, illustrating its robustness against viewpoint variations. b) Appearance Invariance: Natural environments are often subject to severe appearance changes due to weather or season. We utilized the Nordland dataset and accordingly compared the recognition performance of any other season against winter. We also comprehensively compared the best recognition performance of three architectures. As indicated in [20] , the middle layers of ConvNets are indeed chosen due to their superior performance.
The CaffeNet and the PlaceNet showed better performance than the siamese VisNet on the spring-winter ( Fig. 4a ) and the summer-winter (Fig. 4b) pairings. However, the siamese VisNet slightly outperformed the CaffeNet and the PlaceNet on the fall-winter pairing. Although the Siamese VisNet did not outperform the state-of-the-art ConvNets on all pairings, the model produced satisfactory prediction (AU C > 0.5).
Seasonal and weather variations lead to critical changes of many landmarks. For example in Fig. 5 , a large area of green woods in summer would disappear in winter. The railway on the other hand is common for all places on the dataset, reducing the distinguishing ability across places. It would be a very difficult task for unsupervised learning methods without top-down modulation signals to outperform supervised learning methods. c) Viewpoint-Appearance Invariance: We evaluated whether the place recognition performance of the siamese Vis-Net is robust against joint viewpoint and appearance changes. The day-left and night-right subsets from the Garden Point Walking dataset and from the South Bank Bicycle dataset were applied in this experiment.
When combining viewpoint and appearance changes in one experiment, we found that the performance of the siamese Vis-Net is the best among the three networks ( Fig. 6) , with AUC values consistently maintained at about 0.7. The PlaceNet ranked between the siamese VisNet and the CaffeNet, which behaved close to random guess.
We specifically provide three matched examples (Fig. 7) of joint viewpoint-appearance variation from the Gardens Point Walking dataset. Fig. 7c exhibits a poor matched scenes are related in sequence. One of the images captures the scene of the corridor, and the other image is the scene about to go on the corridor. This is the benefit from the learning rule of VisNet, which implements a short-term memory of previous neuronal firing. In summary, we conducted place recognition experiments and demonstrated the robustness of the top layer in the proposed siamese VisNet against viewpoint changes. Even for the joint viewpoint and appearance changes, siamese VisNet achieved excellent performance, outcompeting the state-of-theart pretrained ConvNets. The place recognition performance degrades, but to acceptable levels, when the appearances of places are severely perturbed.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we develop an unsupervised learning method for feature-based place recognition in changing environments. The proposed siamese VisNet is a hierarchical competitive neural network with two identical branches. The network is 5-layerd and connects the units in adjacent layers with probabilistically and topologically constrained profile, significantly reducing the amount of connections. With a Hebbian-type of learning rule with a trace of previous activity patterns, the siamese VisNet learns features with increasing invariance in changing environments from layer to layer. Compared with the state-of-the-art place recognition ConvNets, our proposed model utilizes unlabeled data to learn a simpler model.
To evaluate the place recognition performance of the proposed siamese VisNet, we tested the siamese VisNet on three different datasets of viewpoint changes and appearance changes. With a simple architecture, the proposed siamese VisNet outperformed the state-of-the-art pretrained ConvNets with viewpoint changes and joint viewpoint-appearance changes. We thus conclude that the proposed siamese VisNet constitutes a biologically plausible yet efficient method for unsupervised place recognition.
It should be noted that directly transferring the VisNet from object recognition task to place recognition task does not reach satisfactory performance. This is probably because place recognition requires learning more complex information (comprising of the foreground, the background and their relationship) than object recognition does. The siamese architecture would allow the network to discover common features by integrating two images of variation.
This paper aims to evaluate the recognition performance based on the learned features of the siamese VisNet, thus not applying any sequence search technique during experiments, such as the SeqSLAM. In the future, we hope to combine the proposed model with the SeqSLAM to further improve the place recognition performance, especially for severe appearance changes. In addition, apart from the place matching task, learning robust features from raw images is crucial for brain-inspired robots. We will utilize visual features to further encode space, build cognitive maps, and finally assist the robot to autonomously navigate in unknown and complex environments.
